
PicksyPro

PicksyPro, is the world's first dark branch with unmanned aerial and ground vehicle
package and battery transfer infrastructure.

With PicksyPro, up to 500 packages can be stocked in an area of 5.4 m2.O

A human-independent cargo branch experience is provided with payment and adhesive label options.O

24/7 active delivery infrastructure thanks to package and battery transfer technology with PicksyAir and
PicksyStreet.O

Advantages

You can choose the hardware you want in PicksyPro according to your needs.  

Volume Measurement
Desi information can be obtained by
measuring the dimensions and weight of 
delivered packages

O

Low cost
Low maintenance cost with remote instant
technical monitoring

O

Payment Infrastructure
Unmanned cargo branch concept with
payment option integrated into the system

O

Autonomous Package Transfer
Package transfer with autonomous vehicles

thanks to specially designed robotic
infrastructure

O

Customer happiness
Easy to use, fast and seamless user

experience
O

Efficient Package Stocking
Stocks up to 8 times more packages

than traditional shipping vending
machines

O



Additional costs:

Service and support fee starting at $75 per month (includes 100 SMS messages)O
PicksyPro installation and shipping feesO
Tax fee in addition to the product and serviceO

How does it work?
PicksyPro’s hopper opens and the courier places the package.

The end user enters the delivery code on the PicksyPro screen or scans the QR code.

The end user receives a notification and the delivery code for the package they will receive.

The robotic system inside PicksyPro picks up the package and delivers it within seconds.

Dimensions
Standard no. of trays 300
With an average parcel height of 110 mm

Maximum no. of trays 500
Parcel height of 50 mm

Minimum no. of trays 81
Parcel height of 400 mm

Maximum parcel weight 20 kg

Maximum parcel dimensions 60 x 40 x 40 cm

Up to 5.2 m


